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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a secure blockchain-aware framework for distributed data man-
agement and monitoring. Indeed, images-based data are captured through drones and transmitted
to the fog nodes. The main objective here is to enable process and schedule, to investigate indi-
vidual captured entity (records) and to analyze changes in the blockchain storage with a secure
hash-encrypted (SH-256) consortium peer-to-peer (P2P) network. The proposed blockchain mecha-
nism is also investigated for analyzing the fog-cloud-based stored information, which is referred to
as smart contracts. These contracts are designed and deployed to automate the overall distributed
monitoring system. They include the registration of UAVs (drones), the day-to-day dynamic captured
drone-based images, and the update transactions in the immutable storage for future investigations.
The simulation results show the merit of our framework. Indeed, through extensive experiments, the
developed system provides good performances regarding monitoring and management tasks.

Keywords: blockchain; smart contract; fog-cloud computing; drone management; urban land surface
changes; remote sensing

1. Introduction

Fog-cloud computing is a hot topic in the computing paradigm because it offers a
promising way to connect different nodes with a seamless environment, like fogs and
clouds [1]. Due to its flexibility and virtualization of resources, cloud computing allows
users to pay only for what they use [2]. A bridge between the cloud and the data source, fog
is a decentralized computing technology that involves data, process, and calculation [3,4].
When combined with cloud computing, this creates a new paradigm that can provide
distinct and efficient solutions that leverage features like distributed storage, intelligent
validity systems and land surface data transformation [5].

The analysis of land surface changes due to deforestation, fossil fuel power generation,
and other constraints, and daily monitoring of those changes is a challenging factor in
environmental safety. Decentralized aware secure systems provide important distributed
analysis and protected ledger modular infrastructure, ensuring dynamic monitoring of
functional urban cover areas and their surrounding land changes [6,7]. These are the most
important aspects of emergency management, disaster control, and hazard risk analysis.
The overall scenario necessitates a close look at nodes like processing and computation [8].

This system analyses every aspect of surface changes, including huge urban cover
areas, requiring numerous smart monitoring cameras and computer processing nodes to
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scale. Transmission and computation in remote sensing require the preservation of time,
space, and data. It can be a good platform for using fog-cloud [9,10]. As shown in Figure 1,
various cameras are used to capture data for effective monitoring of urban zones.

Figure 1. Existing Process of Urban Land Surface Monitoring Investigation.

To complement the current trend of manual analysis, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
have recently been used to monitor urban land surface changes (via the atmosphere) and
evaluate their surrounding covered areas. The management of these tasks’ processing and
investigational analysis is another critical issue. Multiple fog-based UAVs management
and monitoring systems and clouds must cooperate for this act [11].

The fog-cloud paradigm is able to manage drone activity processing in accordance
with the computing capability, fog-based decentralized UAV task processing, and preser-
vation [12,13]. However, combining fog-cloud-based drones with smart contracts cre-
ates a promising analysis, management, and monitoring system for urban land surface
changes [13], which is referred to as blockchain-aware distributed dynamic monitoring
systems (BADDMS).

Large-scale urban zones are concerning. While it is reasonable to use UAVs for urban
and land safety purposes [14], the exact number of UAVs used is unknown (means dynamic
surveillance). A few UAVs with cameras attached include the U49WF FPV Camera Drone,
the Holy Stone HS270 2.7k Drone, and the DJI Mavic Air 2 and Skydio 2 [14,15]. For
example, in security monitoring and covering areas of crowded places and valuable issues,
these multi-functional cameras perform drastically well.

Humans have significantly altered the non-glacial land surface, including mining,
deforestation, agriculture, fishing, building architecture, pavement, energy generation,
and fossil fuel burning, among others [16]. BADDMS also include fog devices, cloud
services, and IoT-based intelligent wireless sensors that task sensing terminals to produce
monitoring records, and storage to preserve all the collected and analysis information.
There are three types of processing nodes for urban land surface and monitoring analysis.
Fog nodes process records close to the ends (terminals). Cloud processing services are used
for record management and scalability remotely. Smart contracts are designed to secure
UAV registration, protect node transactions, and maintain private monitoring records
and security.

However, fog nodes can be classified into two types: deployed multi-functional
cameras with UAV (drone) and IoT-based sensor devices. The goal is to store data records
on the land (where the metaheuristic algorithm schedules data transmission ranges). The
rest of the system is deployed solely, with a fog node and associated cloud storage. This
paper’s major contributions are:
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• This paper proposes a blockchain-aware framework for drone-based data collection
and management in fog-cloud nodes.

• The paper describes the proposed system’s implementation, including a genetic
algorithm-based scheduler for fog-UAV data (task) processes. Our definition of inves-
tigation includes data collection, examination, analysis, presentation, preservation,
and documentation.

• Innovative and secure smart contracts are developed to enable distributed dynamic
monitoring environments, such as drone-based effective monitoring and management.
The system analysis also uses a performance matrix to evaluate transmission and
scheduling. This can help evaluate surface changes of urban land areas.

• This framework ensures data transmission, intelligent processing, and preservation for
urban land surface changes due to reforestation and energy generation. They execute
events of fog nodes transactions in a distributed manner (only allow those who registered)
and preserve sensitive information of each transaction (storage). The sequence diagram
also shows the proposed blockchain-aware system’s working operations.

• Finally, we discuss the implementation challenges and limitations of the proposed
blockchain-enabled distributed dynamic monitoring system, as well as future re-
search directions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Enlarged land surface changes and the
role of UAV-related literature are discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the analysis of the
existing strategy for land surface changes and monitoring illustrates distributed fog-based
drone management. Section 4 proposes a blockchain-aware distributed dynamic monitor-
ing system. We also designed and built smart contracts for data management, registration,
and node transaction events. In Section 5, we described the proposed blockchain-aware
ledger’s operation and compared it to other current methods with implementation issues.
Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

Several research papers have discussed intelligent tools for data processing, manage-
ment, and monitoring strategies. Previously, the research focused on smart contracts and
fog-enabled drone management in urban land surface changes (because of deforestation,
building architecture construction, pavement, power generation, etc.).

For example, land behaviour modelling, detecting abnormal changes in urban lands
was done with intelligent IoT-enabled surveillance systems [16]. Dynamic image-based
systems have been proposed for unattended land behaviour identification and analysis [17].
Smart drone-based image monitoring is supported by metaheuristic data management and
optimization methods [16,17]. Monitoring of urban land surface changes is required because:

• drones are involved in the improvement of quality of data capturing and analysis
• provide more flexibility
• enhance performance as compared to the previous work

Sensor network-based smart communications in ubiquitously connected drones for
less energy consumption, task scheduling, and processing were discussed in [17]. Also
discussed are open research areas in the following areas (Table 1).
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Table 1. Land Surface Changes and Fog-Cloud Computing-Related Literature.

Research Title Methodology/Technique Challenges/Limitations Differences/Similarities References

A decentralized hybrid computing consumer
authentication framework for a reliable drone

delivery as a service

A consumer authentication hybrid computing
framework for UAVs as a service was

proposed. This framework allows a UAV to use
a GPS to navigate to its destination and deliver

packages to the intended consumer.

• High delay in data transmission between
drone to a base station

• More storage required
• One-time password verification
• Two-factor consumer authentication

• There is no automated execution with a
secure ledger-based smart contract
implementation structure

[18]

Using two drones to simultaneously monitor
the visual and acoustic behaviour of Gray

Whales (Eschrichtius robustus) in Baja
California, Mexico

H. F. Mouy et al. discussed a short
communication based on two UAVs: first to

obtain acoustic measurement close to the
whales, and the second to obtain overhead

visual behaviour observation.

• No smart contract used
• Limited cloud-based data processing

and management
• Monitoring strategy design only for

Eschrichtius robustus

• This architecture is designed for the
drone-based monitor visual and acoustic
behaviour of Gray Whales in Mexico

• Moreover, this study did not propose or
create any secure ledger mechanism

[19]

Managing the drone revolution: A systematic
literature review into the current use of

airborne drones and future strategic directions
for their effective control

The authors of this study explained the need
for more policy and its implementation with
management response. To maintain efficient

drone usage with a promising strategic
response that is low altitude

airspace management.

• Drone-based image recreation problem
• Image-based data transmission and

collection issue
• Effective monitoring but fixed camera

placement limitation
• Data processing of drone-based

management bottleneck

• There is no proper implementation available
in this research

[20]

Applying the FFP Approach to Wider
LandManagement Functions

This paper addressed the importance of global
security of tenure divide and the

implementation of fit-for-purpose land
administration method. An examination

process for a common set of captured data
strategies and exchanged geospatial data was

proposed in this study.

• Visualization of data (quality)
• Urban digital twins
• Issues in master planning and strategy
• No connectivity between other

fit-for-purpose land
management function

• Data compliance challenge

• Artificial Intelligence and machine learning
algorithms used to create the fit-for-purpose
administrative application to wider land
management functions

[21]

Artificial Intelligence and Food Security:
Swarm Intelligence of AgriTech Drones for

Smart AgriFood Operations

The study proposed an adoptive design using
artificial intelligence (swam intelligence) to

identify and analyse food security issues
(namely AgriTech). Drones improved farming
productivity in inaccessible land by supporting

inaccessible farming operations (AgriFood).

• The economics of digital farming is still
the challenging area

• Boarder tendency
• Cover farm size with a single drone
• Not for small-scale farming

• The implementation of this is limited because
of land restriction (it is for rural only).

• Limitation in the form of large-scale farming
and monitoring

• Less ledger security
• Drone management strategy is good but

limited scope of land surface
changes analysis

[22]
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Table 1. Cont.

Research Title Methodology/Technique Challenges/Limitations Differences/Similarities References

Bus Network Assisted Drone Scheduling for
Sustainable Charging of Wireless Rechargeable

Sensor Network

This paper formulated the drone scheduling
problem based on the new wireless charging
mechanism to reduce the cost and time of the
drone (during flight) subject to all integrated

wireless sensors that can be charged under the
constraint of energy in this drone system.

• The sustainable energy for sensor
development in urban land

• Only compared with the greedy
replenished energy algorithm (single
state-of-the-art algorithm)

• Less security
• High transmission delay

• Drone scheduling with a bus network
• Deadline drone scheduling

[23]

A Comprehensive Review of Applications of
Drone Technology in the Mining Industry

This paper discussed the current state of drone
technology and its application in urban land,

especially mining. The comparison is based on
routine drone operations like 3D mapping, ore
control, land fragmentation measurement, etc.

• Drone configuration and
management issue

• More energy consumption (hovering)
• Wireless connectivity issue with

base-station and image processing issue
• Less drone-based ledger security

• Remote sensing
• Land surface mining
• Abandoned and underground mining

applications discussed
• Both 2D and 3D view presentation

[24]

Drone Routing Techniques for Surveying in
Urban Areas

The authors used UAVs to quickly identify
outdoor properties that would be difficult to

mark through the land in this paper. As well as
UAV routing and processing flexibility. An

evolutionary neural network with augmenting
topology was used.

• Drone history of reconfiguration
• Modulation
• High delay
• Reduce transmission cost but increase

energy consumption
• Connective threshold issue

• Centralized system with less security
• No ledger privacy and protection

mechanism used
• More bandwidth required

[25]
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3. The Current Land Surface Changes Analysis and the Role of Fog Nodes

Climate change is influenced by deforestation and land cover dynamics, especially
in urban areas [26]. The interaction between atmospheric changes and land surface tem-
perature involves and emerges several process activities and surveys, which almost vary
concurrently [27]. Changes in vegetation characterize regional atmospheric circulation
and external influences on a large scale (moisture etc.). Thus, a single change in surface
affects energy budgets, causing profound changes in land surface fluxes and climate [26,28].
Climate change has gained more attention, with governments and experts proposing new
mechanisms to understand daily changes and what survival policy to adopt.

In this scenario, the Internet of Things (IoT), most likely remote sensing, can be used
to analyze Landsat data (benchmark data) [28]. A single-channel based split-window
algorithm (using a thermal band sensor), stray light analysis, multi-band retrieval method,
and others are developed to analyze such changes. In order to test these proposed algo-
rithms, a few benchmark datasets such as moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer
thermal data, meteorological data, and ground thermal sensory data are proposed and
preserved in different forecasting web portals. The fog-based drone network was designed
and deployed to monitor changes in the urban land surface using image-based dynamic
monitoring and process scheduling and management [29–32]. The computing resources
and energy constraints affect the drone system and the organization’s dynamic operation.
However, para-virtualized computing resource models are distributed in fog-cloud com-
puting [29–31]. The system connects to its own cloud-based terminal from any drone device.
The fog node controls the whole scene, shown in Figure 2. For example, the fog node
differs from cloud computing in terms of volume, emphasizing the number of compute
nodes, regardless of their strength [30]. The para-virtualized process computes requirement
hierarchy and regional (sub-regional) to reduce transmission delay and latency.

Figure 2. Current Scenario of Fog-Cloud Node Data Management and Processing.
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With such a wide geographical distribution and mobility, different processes for
investigation and analysis, as well as capture parameters are defined [33,34]. These data
are sent from drone-based wireless captured sensors to fog nodes where they are measured
for performance accuracy [35]. It can support more edge nodes, allowing for more efficient
drone deployment and node accessibility [36,37]. This includes data relay, data-to-data
communication, low latency, high data transmission rate, and other technical support for
other devices connected to the fog node [38].

The fog’s computing network can simultaneously calculate, measure, store, and
communicate with multiple edge nodes [39]. In this way, drone-enabled fog node-based
network connectivity provides an efficient mechanism for blockchain-aware distributed
dynamic monitoring.

3.1. Problem Formulation and Preliminaries

The fog-enabled drone-based captured data schedule for processing and management
is initiated by letting a set of ‘i’ tasks with the fog node of processed information storage and
management M = {m1, m2, m3, . . . , mn}, and a set of processed analysis with their ability
N = {n1, n2, n3, . . . , nn}. We examine blockchain-aware dynamic monitoring through
drones and capture high-quality images of urban land (day-to-day) and investigate each as-
pect and record changes in the blockchain-aware distributed fog node; analysis the process
scheduling of all ‘ith’ data programmed to be performed dynamically. The capability of the
image-based data processing in the distributed fog node is not increased and minimizes
time to idle. In the urban land environment, the drone captured the number of possible
images and transmission to the base station for secure preservation tasks is increased
drastically. The critical aspect is to process only those data which is most crucial for further
investigation; moreover, these image-based data is analyzed a number of times, and a huge
scale of analyzed transactions is preserved in the blockchain-aware distributed secure node
(fog). This complete scenario consumes more delay to execute processing of the scheduled
data due to the rate of network transmission between drone and fog node.

Calculation of the complexity of data transmission between drone to fog node of urban
land surface changes is as follows:

tcomp = Complexity(n (td), area(td)) (1)

where, tcomp is the transmission complexity, and n is the number of transmission data, and
area td is the size of the captured image (including the number of pixels).

An image-based record is processed simultaneously, but the system does not preserve
this processed information in a sequenced manner in storage for further investigation. As
shown in Figure 3, the rate of changeable growth of urban land has raised several issues
due to deforestation, building construction, and fossil fuel usage. It is also difficult to
design solutions based on optimal criteria because urban land changes data is complex.
Several critical points need more attention, such as:

1. Day-to-day image-based data collection through drones and transmit all these records
via remote sensing to the ground base-station (fog nodes)

2. Scheduling offline records
3. Scheduling online records
4. Offline management of fog enabled drone-based data management
5. Online management of fog enabled drone-based data management
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Figure 3. Process Distribution and Management.

In this paper, we effectively used metaheuristic algorithms like genetic algorithms
to develop drone-based data management, cost optimization, and processing schedule.
In this case, we design a genetic encoder that estimates cost efficiency and acts as a data
scheduler. As shown in Figure 3, we can easily schedule drone-based collected data for
sequential processing by tuning genes (chromosomes) and using time-space architecture.
However, these are constant population and sample space lengths. Chromosomes are gene
clusters. Each chromosome has its own schedule for processing data, and the size of the
process is also measured.

In order to preserve processed data, the size of each chromosome varies, depending on
the number of drone-based captured data generated. However, we created a function f(x)
that optimises the data size (s) throughout the optimization process (p). The equation is:

f (x) = f (s) ≤ f (i) (2)

Similarly, when there is no open interval, then the equation is:

f (x) = f (s) ≥ f (i) (3)

After tunning the intervals, compare both the equations: (i) a predefined simple
genetic Equation (2), and (ii) setting the parameter of customized genetic Equation (3);
where the encoder tune by = 0.011, and applied to the captured data of urban land surface
changes. By applying values on the (2), we find few fluctuations in the maximum data
optimization on the (2), as shown in Equations (4.1) and (4.2).

f (i) = e(0.011 sin (i)−sin j(sin (12.001i)i/2) (4.1)

Then, the equation is:

f (i) = sin(10.1i) cos(i) + cos(0.5i) (4.2)

We compare Equations (1) and (2) and compute the cost of computation with the
captured data, then tune the range of fog nodes that require processing (scheduler) and
save the data. The analyzer calculates the dynamic processing of drone-based data, as
described in Equations (4.1) and (4.2).

The genetic algorithm possesses a single interval of drone-based data for scheduled
processing and management:
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A list of chromosomes initiate with 0, 1, such as:

K = (k1, k2, . . . , Kn)2 =
a

∑
l=0

kl 2l = s′ (5)

where k is the range of chromosome (0, 1);
We take ‘N = 100′ as the size of chromosome (limit) of captured data for processing and

management. Thus, with the resultant, the value of s’ interval change, by the equation of:

s = RH + s′
RG

2N − 1
(6)

where RH = shown the lower limit and RG = is the upper limit
The value of RH = 0; and RG = 1; moreover, the 16-bit interval tunned as RH = chromosome

is 0000000000000000, whereas the RG = chromosome is 1111111111111111.
The dynamic monitoring and collection of images from various angles, as well as the

storage of these records, have coding issues that need to be aligned. We schedule most
data processing based on the chromosome’s defined limit. However, a genetic algorithm
uses a tournament selection mechanism to shuffle to a chosen member in order to organize
crossover. Iterations of up to 140 iterations (around 80 runs) are required to adopt the
random sequence of chromosomes and mutate them to 0.010 at a maximum of 140 iterations
(around 80 runs), as mentioned in Equations (7)–(9).

Size o f data (optimization) = 11100111011100110101101101001001 (7)

Finally,
(n)l = (ε)(g)(pε) (8)

In Equation (9), ‘p’ is the customized parameter and ε is the change (slightly change),

s(g, n) =
{

1 + s(g− in , n + 1) i f g = 0,
0 Otherwise,

(9)

3.2. The Proposed Blockchain-Fog-Based Data Management System Framework

This paper proposes a four-fold system framework: remote sensing devices, data
investigation and schedule processing, blockchain-aware integrated environment for fog-
based processing and schedule storage with robust security, and processed information
and flow control (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The Proposed Blockchain-Aware Distributed Dynamic Monitoring and Fog-based Data Processing and Manage-
ment Framework.
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• In the first stage, the remote sensing device is used to capture images of urban land
surface changes, where various image sensors compose the critical data input source,
such as the image data from drones. This captured data transmitted from the drones
to the fog node framework sense the changes in urban zones for change recognition.

• In the next stage, the sensing records from the drones are processed as a crucial step
of recognition of urban land changes. These changes are analyzed as follows:

i. Capture day-to-day data
ii. Schedule data in the fog node (according to the defined range)
iii. In the process of data, the captured records examine and analyze the surface

changes, as compared to the previous one
iv. After the examination and analysis, get proper investigational reports
v. Preserve these records in cloud storage

There are distinct fog nodes utilized in this domain, where drones have embedded
light-scale image cameras connected with the base station workstations that can process
data locally, whereas cloud services are the final server to process change recognition.

• In the third blockchain-aware integrated secure distributed stage, the fundamental
objective is to integrate all the processed information from the previous section, such
as the result of urban land surface changes recognition with the help of drone-based
image data. Blockchain-aware smart contract is designed and created to provide
security and data management in the distributed environment; for this purpose,
development of the devices registration contract is deployed for secure registration
of the drone; similarly, the add node transaction contract is deployed for secure
preservation of individual ledgers and updating in the cloud storage.

• In the final stage, the cloud node is used for transmission and computing; it receives
processed information and collaborates (analyzed images) to produce an exact result
of urban area surface changes and for recording purposes. In this scenario, several
image-based sensors collect data and transmit them to the fog node to schedule,
process, and manage processed information and securely preserve them on the cloud.
The network structure of this proposed system is built wirelessly, which means the
complete infrastructure depends on wireless communication, as shown in Figure 4.

The proposed blockchain-aware distributed dynamic monitoring framework controls
the flow of image-based data based on previous transmissions (previously recorded data
control). However, this transmission only allows for one direction of data flow, making data
management and security control difficult. In this way, the blockchain-aware distributed
system secures the previously recorded ledger, which is the point to introduce individual
tasks and their protected route. Figure 4 illustrates how the previous data flow and
maintenance are determined by the fog nodes’ security and ledger privacy.

4. Proposed Blockchain-Aware Smart Contracts for Fog-Based Drone Management

In this paper, to schedule processing using a genetic algorithm and blockchain-aware
management in a secure cloud system, a single type of input is used for transmitting
dynamic monitoring-based captured data from drones to fog nodes.

Blockchain-Aware Smart Contracts Implementation

As shown in Contract 1 (Appendix A), initial device registration is required to tune the
distributed ledger environment for blockchain-aware fog-based drone data management
and process scheduling. The fog node and engineer of the system initiate and create the
drone registration contract and consensus policies designed for device registration. It
also records captured images of the urban land surface in accordance with the designed
consensus policy, as shown in Contract 1. DroneID(), Dronename(), Droneassigntask(),
DroneRoDT(), and blockchain timestamp[execute] are also recorded in the contract, as
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Events of Fog Node Transaction Execution.

As a result of this, the engineer created and scheduled an automated update for
the AddFogNodeLedger contract (). As well as preserving drone-based captured images
of the urban land surface, this adds data to the fog node for future analysis. For exam-
ple, in Contract 2, the function AddFogNodeLedger() is used to update the ledger with
newly captured data (validated daily). IndividualLogID(), squareArea(), differentAn-
gle(), investigateImage(), processAnalysis(), scheduleDataProcess(), and current blockchain
timestamp[execute] are also recorded.

Upon completion of AddFogNodeLedger(), the updated drone-based transactions on
the fog node are designed, created, and scheduled for an automated data update when-
ever new transactions occur. The contract’s updated records function (updateContract())
evaluates the newly added details and previously related fog node-related transactions infor-
mation (preserve in a secure ledger). This contract also calculates the details of an updated
ledger, such as accessDFP(), updateInfo(), comparePreviousRecord(), currentInfo(), blockchain
timestamp[execute], and manages all addresses and addresses of all activities performed.

5. Results, Simulations, and Discussions

As a simulation tool, we used the York Urban Database 2021 (public repository), which
is composed of 102 images divided into two categories: indoor (45) and outdoor (57). The
images used in this simulation were taken with a calibrated DSLR (digital camera) [40,41].
It is a benchmark database for urban land analysis.

However, the simulation is used to examine and analyze the collected images (schedule
data processing), resulting in the investigational results shown in Figure 6. In this way, the
output is managed before passing through blockchain security. As shown in Figures 3 and 6,
the output of the process scheduling and optimization are aligned according to the process
size and final scheduler individual records and management in the fog node. As shown in
Figure 7, a genetic algorithm-based scheduler manages the transmitted data and is placed in
accordance with the data size for processing. Using N = 0.0235, transmission power = average
of −17 dBm, jitter = 30 ms, delay = average of 80 ms, throughput = 175, duty cycle = 9.2%,
and dynamic response back.
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Figure 6. Simulation Results of the Proposed Blockchain-Aware Framework for Distributed Monitoring. (A) is the Input
Image in the Form of Black and White, (B) is the Encoded Image, (C) is the Threshold, (D) is the Image Matrix, and (E) is the
Output in the Form of Urban Land Surface Analysis.
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Figure 7. Analysis of Captured Image and Transmission Cost. (A) is the Frequency Analysis of Captured Image in Terms of
Urban Land Changes Recognition and the Area of Fluctuation, and (B) is the Captured Image Transmission Wirelessly.

To evaluate the fog-based (fog node) system, all transmitted data is first managed
by a metaheuristic algorithm enabled scheduler (Figure 8). Then we compared the new
records to the old ones to analyze land changes, and finally, we used blockchain distributed
ledger technology to secure all new investigational records. During this step, we compare
the frequency of captured images to the rate of wireless record transmission to the fog
nodes. Figure 8 depicts the blockchain-aware metaheuristic (genetic algorithm) used for
dynamic scheduling (defined range in Contract 2) and aligned data analysis. This aligned
data gets processed, and the overall system is measured in terms of data scheduling cost
and actual fluctuation in the defined analysis process, shown in Table 2. Following is a
table description of some related comparisons:

Figure 8. Fog-Based System Evaluation. (A) is the Relationship Between the Frequency of Captured Image and the Rate of Trans-
mission Towards Fog Node, and (B) is the Blockchain-MetaHeuristic (Genetic Algorithm) Enabled Dynamic Scheduler Analysis
and Align for Processing, and (C) is the Measurement of Frequency of Data Scheduling and Analysis the Actual Fluctuation.
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Table 2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods.

Research Method Research Description Comparison with Respect to Our
Proposed System References

UTM-chain: blockchain-based
secure unmanned traffic

management for internet of drones

The authors of this paper proposed
a solution to the security issue for
UAV-enabled data traffic
management (DTM):

• A lightweight blockchain
Hyperledger fabric-based data
traffic management and
monitoring system created

• Only focused on a single
aspect, which is drone-based
data handling and
preservation with security

In our system, the blockchain
consortium network
communication allows on-chain
and off-chain data traffic
management, handling, and
tackling (scheduled processes).
Thus, it does not require additional
storage or security features such as
ledger registration and integrity,
transparency, system provenance,
trustworthiness, maintainability,
and availability.

[42]

DRUBER: a trustable decentralized
drone-based delivery system

This paper proposed a fully
decentralized distributed service
based on a fleet of coordinated
UAVs owned by various
stakeholders. In [43], the proposed
system is used for parcel handovers
and battery swaps.

Unlike this mechanism, we
designed and deployed blockchain
smart contracts. An automated
system that collects valid data and
validates it with a blockchain-savvy
engineer. The device (drone) then
does its job (exchanges data) as
specified in the criteria (discussed
working operation in the
implementation of smart contracts).

[43]

Blockchain-Envisioned UAV
Communication Using 6G

Networks: Open Issues, Use Cases,
and Future Directions

The valuable contribution in the
domain of UAVs and their
communication channel for secure
node transactions in the network.
Various aspects are used to secure
drone-based transactions, including
• Blockchain-envisioned

security solution
• 6G-enabled network

connectivity
• And collaborate with industry

4.0 applications

Our proposed system uses smart
contracts to schedule, process, and
manage drone data in urban land
surface changes. Following are
some major calculative differences
for secure drone-based transactions:
• Peer-to-peer (P2P) network
• Hash encryption (SH-256)
• Blockchain-aware

security solution
• Permissioned network
• A major role of blockchain

engineer for the process of
verification and validation

[44]

The proposed system was compared to the “Design Guidelines for Blockchain-Assisted
5G-UAV Network” (M. Aloqaily et al.). The authors presented a platform that can handle
high data rates and low latencies between fog nodes. The authors also discussed the
importance of a blockchain-aware distributed system for UAV control to meet dynamic
user demands with network access supplies [29]. We used IoT network remote sens-
ing technology to reduce transmission costs and delays between drones and fog nodes.
Blockchain-based solutions have high transaction storage costs, as well as communica-
tion and bandwidth issues. Researchers (R. Gupta et al.) discussed security-related data
transmission and communication issues in “Fusion of blockchain and artificial intelligence
for secure drone networking underlying 5G communications”. This paper proposed a
collaborative approach using blockchain, 5G, and AI, a blockchain-enabled architecture for
smart communication between drones, and AI tools and techniques [30]. Adding 5G and
more computational power for AI execution reduces costs while adding blockchain storage
increases costs (IPFS). In fact, we do all the processing in the fog node (and store it in the
cloud), so we do not need any extra storage.

The proposed blockchain-aware system can also be easily deployed in urban zones
to monitor land surface changes. Drone-based images help investigate land or climate-
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affected scenarios. The key benefits are dynamic data analysis in the fog, stored information
with details (only critical), and sequenced records.

5.1. Challenges and Limitations

In this section, we discuss the implementation issues and challenges of the proposed
blockchain-aware system and fog-based data management.

5.1.1. Fog-Based Drone Management and Data Privacy Issues

In recent years, almost every industry has adopted new technologies such as AI, IoT,
5G, edge and cloud computing, and fog. Fog computing is rapidly gaining popularity and
use, filling in unknown gaps and providing better solutions [45]. The fog’s complex infras-
tructure allows for low latency, lower bandwidth consumption than the cloud, increased
reliability and distributed operations while eliminating the need for traditional cloud
connectivity. One of the concerns is the network logistics of package delivery by drones.
Plans for UAV mail and product delivery are imminent [46]. Closer to the network’s edge,
fog nodes can compute the determined moves of monitoring, storing, and communicating
(generated data). This distributed architecture exists in a network’s layers (means network
topology). Virtualization, containerization, orchestration, and efficient manageability are
examples of these additional features.

Drone hub management is one of the most challenging aspects of UAVs. It is impracti-
cal for every data analyst and investigator to have an independent fleet that operates and
examines the other fleet. The main goal is dynamic monitoring, which records and analyses
daily changes in the land surface. For scalability, the industry should consider developing
secure hub management systems for drones that can coordinate multiple flights. The use
of advanced technologies to manage such hubs is critical to maintaining high-traffic drone
operations and recording data from land to air. Ground-based fog-cloud controllers will
schedule fog nodes and send data via sensors network. In order to maintain the ledger,
the details of landing coordination, loading (capturing), uploading (transmitting), and
maintenance are organized (data management).

5.1.2. Blockchain Cross-Chaining Platform Limitations

Large-scale data management-based corporations are adopting blockchain Hyper-
ledger enabled modular solutions [44]. In this case, we find no specific and efficient protocol
that achieves complete exclusivity. A cross-chaining platform is required for blockchain
enabling ecosystems (interconnected). Transparency is required in the design, development,
and deployment of blockchain-aware fog-cloud data management for drones [47].

The limited capacities of blockchain protocols and scalability make the system more
reliable in terms of block-times and high security. Creating an interoperable solution
reduces operational costs and improves performance. The lack of direct interoperability
between blockchains prevents drone transactions from using a fog-cloud node within
the proposed ecosystem. The techniques used to facilitate blockchain-aware serverless
transactions across multiple chains without involving third parties vary. Massive industries
must focus on atomic swaps, stateless SPVs, relays, merged consensus, and federations for
a safe and efficient blockchain cross-chaining platform. Still, there are unresolved cross-
chaining interoperable issues in the domain of fog-cloud drone-based data management
and monitoring, such as trust and transaction rate bottlenecks.

5.1.3. Distributed Storage and Scalability Challenges

An important challenge in managing large-scale distributed storage systems is han-
dling log replication and redundancy [45]. Scaling is the key to maintaining a distributed
storage system and should focus on sharding and other meta storage. Thus, maintaining
transparency and consistency of distributed applications during sharding is critical for a
distributed storage system with elastic scaling [47,48]. Until recently, the only blockchain-
aware fog-cloud-based distributed storage strategy was static data sharding. However,
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it is difficult to scale elastically. Sharding (key distribution and randomness) is another
limitation in a blockchain distributed storage system.

5.1.4. Intercommunication Nodes Security Limitations

Blockchain is a peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed ledger technology that allows data to be
preserved on different numbers of servers all over the chains, with any network of users
having rights to see all the entries that appear at any time [46]. It is still a challenge to create
secure fog-cloud networks and dynamic communications with distinct nodes (between
drones and base stations).

The process of installing and connecting nodes takes a long time and requires a lot
of expertise. Node engineers are responsible for designing nodes that store data correctly
and reliably in distributed fog-cloud nodes [45,49]. In this case, each node should keep a
complete and efficient copy of the distributed ledger [45,47]. Blockchain engineers must
provide nodes to cloud-based service providers, small businesses, and custom engineers as
a tool and service that helps them create decentralized applications faster and more securely.
Thus, it reduces extra engineering time spent on node maintenance and management.
Deploying intercommunication node privacy and security effectively improves information
exchange in the domain of blockchain-aware distributed dynamic monitoring of urban
land surface changes.

6. Conclusions

This paper discusses privacy and security issues in existing UAV data management
using fog-cloud technology. The protection of urban land surface changes to dynamic dis-
tributed monitoring and investigation is one of the critical limitations. Current distributed
data management and monitoring systems have limitations and gaps, such as fog-cloud
node security, transaction execution, and preservation. Unified real-time distributed moni-
toring and data processing with blockchain is proposed. This paper also aided two different
prospects, such as drone-based data capturing and fog-cloud enabled data analysis and
management, and blockchain aware secure ledger preservation and communication. A
metaheuristic genetic algorithm organizes data and management, collecting data for further
investigation (based on defined criteria) in the fog node and storing it in the cloud.

The parameters of the fog node are initially defined while taking drone images and
analyzing individual features. A detailed investigation of urban land surface changes by
humans substantial includes capturing, examining, analyzing, presenting, preserving, and
reporting. We designed and developed smart contracts to secure the ledger and register
IoT-enabled drones (AddFogNodeLedger())—update contracts (updateContract()) and
store data in immutable and distributed provenance. Deployment of a blockchain-aware
dynamic distributed monitoring system deals with transaction execution, security, and
privacy issues related to fog-cloud-based nodes. Moreover, the system maintains events of
node transactions and provides integrity, transparency, and robust performance in data
scheduling, processing, and management. The working operation of events inaction of
the proposed system is represented through an activity diagram. Thus, the evaluation
and explanation of the proposed system’s implementation challenges and limitations are
highlighted. These emerging issues and related challenges are the primary focus of our
future research.
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Appendix A Smart Contracts Implementation (Pseudocode)

Algorithm A1. Registration of Drone in Distributed Ledger Environment (deviceRegister())

Input Constraints: Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Initiate System and
Schedule Management
Data: Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Starts Procedure of Registration and
Get Applicational Request and Manages Addresses

int main().X[file],
drone registration ID (droneID),
drone name;
(dronename),
drone assigned task;
(droneassigntask),
drone image capture criteria;
(droneICC),
drone rate of data transmission;
(droneRoDT),
current blockchain timestamp[execute];
Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer handle all the request of registration and
add only validated addresses on the AddFogNodeLedger() contract (afnlAddresses()),
registered ledger on the secure base-station (groundStation());
groundStation(),
record counter (recordCounter());
Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer handle the request of individual and set of
registration, examine, analysis, validate, and authorized devices,
Also,

Blockchain Engineer responsible for the maintenance of registered ledger and addresses in the
smart contract;

If int main().X[file] = true
then if check drone registration ID is in the registration contract = true

then change the state of the ledger and add a new device with details and addresses
additionally, record more details for the protected ledger,
droneID(), dronename(), droneassigntask(), droneICC(), droneRoDT(), and blockchain

timestamp[execute];also, record afnlAddresses();
else

record, maintain state, check error generation, and rollback,
stop;

else
record, maintain state, check error generation, and rollback,
stop;
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Algorithm A2. Add Drone-based Captured Image Data in the Distributed Fog Node and
Schedule Data Process Management of Urban Land Surface Changes (AddFogNodeLedger())

Input Constraints: Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Initiate System and
Schedule Management
Data: Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Starts Procedure of Registration and
Get Applicational Request and Manages Addresses
int main().X[file],

individual log ID (individualLogID),
area of urban land;
(squareArea),
image captured angle;
(differentAngle),investigate each image aspects;
(investigateImage),
investigation process analysis;
(processAnalysis),
schedule data process;
(scheduleDataProcess),
current blockchain timestamp[execute];
Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Initiate Add() contract,
Engineer manage Add() contract and count (counter())
Blockchain Engineer manage the request of individual and set of Add() new drone-based
captured image, examine, analysis, validate, and authorized system,

If int main().X[file] = true;
then if check duplication and add day-to-day new image-based data in the ledger,

then change the state of the ledger and add new image-based records with detailed
descriptions and addresses
additionally, record more details of urban land surface changes in the AddFogNodeLedger()
individualLogID(), squareArea(), differentAngle(), investigateImage(), processAnalysis(),
scheduleDataProcess(), and current blockchain timestamp[execute];
finally, add update details on updateContract()to the distributed ledger,
counter + 1;

else
record, maintain state, check error generation, and roll back,
stop;

else
record, maintain state, check error generation, and rollback,
stop;
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Algorithm A3. After Investigational Process and Analysis of Drone-Based Captured Image
Records and Preserve this Processed Information in the Blockchain Distributed
Storage (updateContract())

Input Constraints: Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Initiate System and
Schedule Management
Data: Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer Starts Procedure of Registration and
Get Applicational Request and Manages Addresses

int main().X[file],
access data for processing (accessDFP),
update information;
(updateInfo),
compare the previous record;
(comparePreviousRecord),
current information;
(currentInfo),blockchain timestamp[execute];
Blockchain-Aware Fog Node Maintenance Engineer manage all the request of individual and
set of Update() new analyzed information, validates, preserves, authorizes, and addresses,
Also,
Blockchain Engineer responsible for the manage update ledger and addresses in the contract;

If int main().X[file] = true;
then if check previous added ledger = value (true);
then, change the state of the ledger and update new analyzed information with details
description and addresses

and,
updateContract(),
additionally, record more details,
accessDFP(), updateInfo(), comparePreviousRecord(), currentInfo(), and
blockchain timestamp[execute];
updateContract() = counter + 1;

else
record, maintain state, check error generation, and rollback,
stop;

else
record, maintain state, check error generation, and rollback,

stop;
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